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Quantal and Thermal Dampings of Giant Dipole Resonances in90Zr, 120Sn, and 208Pb
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Cyclotron Laboratory, RIKEN, Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan

(Received 3 October 1997)

The damping of the giant dipole resonance (GDR) is studied in90Zr, 120Sn, and208Pb as a function
of temperatureT . The results show that the coupling of GDR to thepp and hh states is responsible
for the increase of the GDR width with increasingT up to 3 MeV and its saturation at higherT . The
quantal width, caused by the coupling toph excitations, decreases slowly with increasingT . An overall
agreement is found between the theoretical evaluations and the recent experimental data in heavy-ion
fusion reactions and inelastica scattering. At very highT a behavior similar to the transition from
zero to ordinary sounds is observed. [S0031-9007(98)06119-5]

PACS numbers: 24.30.Cz, 21.10.Pc, 24.10.Pa, 24.60.–k
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The giant dipole resonance (GDR), built on compoun
nuclear states, has been studied intensively during the
15 years [1]. The measurements show that the ene
of the GDR is rather stable with varying temperatur
Its width increases rapidly with increasing excitatio
energy Ep (or temperatureT) up to around 130 MeV
in Sn isotopes [2–4]. At higherEp the width increases
slowly and even saturates [3,5–7]. The ground-sta
GDR (g.s. GDR) acquires an escape widthG" via a g

or particle emission and a spreading (or quantal) wid
G# by coupling to more complicated configurations
The extension of the microscopic approaches in [8,9]
T fi 0 shows only a little change ofG# [10,11]. Shape
fluctuations are taken into account to describe t
increase in the width atT fi 0. The new experimental
methods involving compound nuclear reactions [12] a
inelastic a scattering [13] allow separating the effect
due to thermal fluctuations and due to angular mome
tum in the study of hot GDR. The recent calculation
in [14], including the thermal shape fluctuations an
the evaporation width [15], agree nicely with the da
of [13] for the GDR width in 120Sn and 208Pb at
1 MeV , T # 3 MeV. The effects of angular mo-
mentum J are important only at rather highJ $ 35h̄
at T . 1.5 1.8 MeV and only in a lighter nucleus
106Sn [16]. Recently, we have demonstrated in [1
that the coupling of the GDR excitation to thepp and
hh configurations, which appear atT fi 0, leads to the
thermal damping of the GDR. In this Letter, elaboratin
further this concept, we will perform a systemati
study of the width of the hot GDR in90Zr, 120Sn, and
208Pb in a large range of temperature up to at lea
T , 6 MeV.

The coupling of collective oscillations (phonons) to th
field of ph, pp, and hh pairs can be studied using th
model Hamiltonian:
0031-9007y98y80(19)y4145(4)$15.00
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The first term on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (
describes the field of independent single particlesay

s and
as. The second term stands for the phonon fieldhQy

q , Qqj.
The last term describes the coupling between the fi
two fields. Es  es 2 eF , wherees is the single-particle
energy andeF—the Fermi surface energy. We will simpl
refer to the energyEs as single-particle energy. Th
phonon energy is denoted asvq.

We introduce the double-time Green’s functions [18
which describe (a)the propagation of a free particle (or
hole): Gs;s0st 2 t0 d  kkasstd; a

y
s0st0 dll; (b) the propa-

gation of a free phonon:Gq;q0st 2 t0 d  kkQqstd;
Q

y
q0 st0 dll; (c) the particle-phonon coupling in the single

particle field: G
2
sq;s0st 2 t0 d  kkasstdQqstd; a

y
s0st0 dll, and

G
1
sq;s0st 2 t0 d  kkasstdQy

q std; a
y
s0st0 dll; (d) the transition

between a nucleon pair and a phonon:G
2
ss0;qst 2 t0 d 

kkay
s stdas0std; Qy

q st0 dll. A hierarchy of coupled equation
for Green’s functions is obtained, following the standa
procedure. We close this hierarchy to the functions
(a)–(d) using the decoupling scheme in [18]. Making t
Fourier transformation to the energy planeE and elimi-
nating functionsG2sEd, G1sEd, andGsEd by expressing
them in terms ofGs;s0sEd andGq;q0sEd, we obtain a set of
two equations forGs;s0sEd and Gq;q0sEd, which describe
the p shd and phonon propagations, respectively. For t
propagation of a singlep (or h) states  s0 and a single
phonon stateq  q0 these equations become

GssEd 
1

2p
fE 2 Es 2 MssEdg21,

GqsEd 
1

2p
fE 2 vq 2 PqsEdg21 , (2)

where the massMssEd and the polarizationPqsEd op-
erators are
MssEd 
X
q0s0

F
sq0d
ss0 F

sq0d
s0s

√
yq0 1 1 2 ns0

E 2 Es0 2 vq0

1
ns0 1 yq0

E 2 Es0 1 vq0

!
, PqsEd 

X
ss0

F
sqd
ss0 F

sqd
s0s

ns 2 ns0

E 2 Es0 1 Es
. (3)
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Closing the hierarchy to the functions (a)–(d) restricts the couplings inMssEd to at most2p1h configurations if the one-
phonon operator generates the collectiveph excitation. The effects of coupling to2p2h configurations can be include
by extending the hierarchy to higher-order Green’s functions of “1p1h © phonon” type (Figs. 3 and 4 of [10]) or two
phonon type (Fig. 1 of [11]), etc. The numerical calculations in [10,11,19] have shown that the effects of these
on G# depend weakly onT . In fact G# in 90Zr and208Pb have become even smaller atT  3 MeV in [10]. Therefore,
in the present Letter, in order to avoid the complicated procedure of taking these graphs into account microsc
we consider this effect to be independent ofT and include them in the parameters of the model defined atT  0. The
dampingsgssvd of the single-particle andgqsvd of the phonon states are derived as the imaginary parts of the anal
continuation in the complex energy planeh  v 6 ie of the massMssed and polarization operatorsPqsEd, respectively:

gssvd  p
X
q0s0

F
sq0d
ss0 F

sq0d
s0s fsyq0 1 1 2 ns0ddsv 2 Es0 2 vq0d 1 sns0 1 yq0ddsv 2 Es0 1 vq0 dg , (4)
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gqsvd  p
X
ss0

F
sqd
ss0 F

sqd
s0s sns 2 ns0ddsv 2 Es0 1 Esd .

(5)

The single-particle occupation numberns (for phononyq)
in Eqs. (3)–(5) has the form of a Fermi (Bose) distributi
folded with a Lorentzian with a width2gssvd f2gqsvdg
and centered at Ẽs  Es 1 MssẼsd fṽq  vq 1

Pqsṽqdg. If gs is small, ns can be well approximated
by an exact Fermi distribution function with energyẼs.
For yq this is not valid becausegq is large. If the GDR
is described by a strongly collective vibration, center
at energyvq  EGDRsT d, whereEGDRsT d is the pole of
Gqsvd in Eq. (2), the valueGGDR  2gqfEGDRsTdg is its
full width at half maximum (FWHM). AtT  0, ns is
equal to 1 for a hole statesEh , 0d and 0 for a particle
one sEp . 0d. Therefore,GGDR in Eq. (5) has a non
zero value only in the sum overph configurations (the
quantal damping), wherenh 2 np  1. As temperature
increases, the quantal damping, denoted asGQ , decreases
as the differencenh 2 np decreases from 1 atT  0 to 0
at T  `. At the same time there appear thepp andhh
configurations because the differencens 2 ns0 fi 0 also
for ss, s0d  s p, p0d or sh, h0d at T fi 0. The coupling to
pp andhh configurations leads to the thermal dampingGT

[17], which increases first with increasingT . However,
because of the factorns 2 ns0 , GGDR will decrease as
OsT 21d at largeT . Therefore it must reach some plate
within a certain region of temperature. This is a natu
explanation for the width saturation within our mode
The coupling topp andhh configurations is a microscopi
way of taking into account thermal shape fluctuatio
Indeed, app or hh pair operatorBss0  ay

s as0 can be
expanded as a sum of tensor products of twoph pair
operators [20]. If oneph pair operatorBph has the
angular momentum and parity of the GDRJp  12, the
otherph pair can have the angular momentum and pa
of 21, etc., conserving the total angular momentum a
parity. Hence, the quadrupole shape fluctuations
higher multipolarities are taken into account. The sing
particle dampinggssvd increases at high temperatur
as OsTyvd according to Eq. (4). At highT one obtains
gssv1d , gssv2d for v1 . v2.
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We assume for simplicity that the g.s. GDR is genera
by a structureless phonon with energyvq close to the
energy EGDRsT  0d. The single-particle energies ar
obtained within the Woods-Saxon potentials atT  0
for 90Zr, 120Sn, and208Pb, whose parameters have be
defined in [21]. The matrix elements of the coupling
ph, pp, hh configurations are parameterized asF

sqd
ph  F1

for ss, s0d  s p, hd and Fsqd
pp  F

sqd
hh  F2 for ss, s0d 

s p, p0d or sh, h0d. The phonon energyvq and F1 are
chosen so that the empirical quantal widthGQ and energy
EGDRsT  0d [22] are reproduced.F2 is chosen so that the
EGDRsT d remains rather stable with varying temperatu
They are kept unchanged atT fi 0. This ensures that al
thermal effects are caused by the coupling between
GDR and the single-particle field, but not by changi
parameters. We also checked that the GDR sum rule
conserved as temperature was varied. Thed functions on
the RHS of Eqs. (4) and (5) is replaced with a Lorentz
with a smearing parametere. It smooths out narrow peak
and therefore allows calculations on a coarse energy m
To avoid spurious results,e has to be chosen sufficientl
small. Our results are found to be rather stable in
interval0.2 MeV # e # 1.0 MeV. Those, obtained with
e  0.5 MeV, are discussed below.

The averaged single-particle damping widthsGs.p.

reaches a value of 1.4 MeV in90Zr, 1.6 MeV in 120Sn,
and 0.9 MeV in208Pb atT  5 MeV in the energy region
below the GDR. In the region above the GDR ener
Gs.p. , 0.6 MeV and rather stable with varyingT , in
agreement with the behavior,OsTyvd of gssvd at high
T discussed above. The damping widths of the GDR
120Sn and208Pb are displayed as a function ofT in Fig. 1
in comparison with the inelastica scattering data [13].
The quantal widthGQ (dashed curve) is obtained vi
coupling to onlyph states. The thermal widthGT (dotted
curve) comes from the coupling topp and hh configu-
rations at T fi 0. The total width GGDR (solid-with-
diamond curve) is calculated via coupling to allph, pp,
and hh configurations, including the effect of single
particle damping. It is seen that the quantal effe
become weaker in hot GDR asGQ is slowly getting
smaller with increasingT . A decrease of the spreadin
width has also been reported in [10] in90Zr and 208Pb
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FIG. 1. Width of GDR as a function of temperature for120Sn
(a) and208Pb (b). Experimental data of [13] are shown by op
squares. The dashed curve denotes the quantal widthGQ ; the
dotted curve stands for thermal widthGT ; the solid curve with
diamonds represents the total widthGGDR (see text). The solid
curve is GGDR, calculated without the effect of single-particl
damping. The dash-dotted and short-dashed curves repre
the widths obtained within the adiabatic model [14] witho
and with the inclusion of the evaporation width, respectively

at T  3 MeV, including the “1p1h © phonon” graphs.
The thermal damping widthGT , on the contrary, become
rapidly larger asT increases. As a result, the total widt
increases sharply asT rises up to 3 MeV and slowly
at higher temperatures. It reaches a saturation (aro
14 MeV in120Sn and 11 MeV in208Pb) atT  4 6 MeV.
These results show that the GDR width at highT is driven
mostly by the thermal widthGT . Our results agree
well with the experimental data. This agreement is a
better than the one given in [14]. The effect of th
single-particle damping is rather small up to very hig
temperature (compare the solid curve with diamonds
the solid curves in Fig. 1).

Shown in Fig. 2 is the same widthGGDR in our model
for 120Sn and90Zr, but plotted as a function ofEp in
n
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t
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FIG. 2. Width of GDR in Sn (a) and90Zr (b) as a function of
excitation energy. Experimental FWHM from [2,3] (a) an
[4] (b) are represented by open squares, while triangles,
crossed-open squares in (a) stand for the data from [5] and
respectively. The solid curve with diamonds represents
width GGDR in our model, plotted as a function ofEp

m.f.. The
dashed curve is the same width, but plotted as a function
Ep

F.g.. The solid curve with stars is the same width, plotted
a function ofE

p (See text). The solid curve in (b) is the width
GGDR calculated without the effect of single-particle dampin
and plotted againstEp

m.f.. In (a) the widths, obtained in [24] and
[25], are shown by the solid and dotted curves, respectively.

comparison with the FWHM of the GDR from the heavy
ion fusion data in tin isotopes [2,3,7] and in90Zr [4], and
from deeply inelastic reactions [5]. The excitation energ
Ep is evaluated in two ways: (i)Ep

m.f.  esT d 2 es0d,
whereesT d is the total energy of the system in the therm
mean field, where the temperatureT enters as a paramete
after averaging over the grand canonical ensemble [2
and (ii) Ep

F.g.  AT2y12 from the Fermi-gas model. An
overall agreement between our results and the data
seen in the whole region ofEp, including 250 # Ep #

450 MeV [3,5,6]. The predictions of [24] (solid curve)
and [25] (dotted curve) are also shown. They are simi
4147
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to ours at Ep # 150 MeV. In this region there is a
discrepancy between the dependences ofGGDR on Ep

m.f.
(solid curve with diamonds) [23] and onEp

F.g. (dashed
curve). Collective modes, especially the quadrupole o
also enhance the level density [23] and pushEp

m.f. closer
to Ep

F.g.. Therefore the same width is plotted in Fig.
versus the valueEp

 sEp
m.f. 1 Ep

F.g.dy2 for comparison.
The correspondence betweenT , defined in the thermal
mean-field and the effectiveT , extracted experimentally,
still requires further investigation. Hence, these thr
dependences may serve as a reference guideline.

Shown in Fig. 3 is the same widthGGDR as a function
of Ep

F.g. up to Ep
F.g.  900 MeV. The width saturation

is clearly seen in all three nuclei. The widthsG, 
GGDRsT  0d 1 bT 2 with b  1 MeV21 for GGDR ø
EGDR (zero-sound region) andG.  GGDRsT  0d 1

csEGDRyTd2 with c  1 MeV for GGDR ¿ EGDR
(ordinary-sound region) from the Landau theory of Ferm
liquids [26] are also plotted with a phase transitio
point at T . 4.1, 3.9, and 3.7 MeV for systems with
A  90, 120, and208, respectively. The behavior of the
GDR width in finite nuclei exhibits a quite similar featur
to the transition from zero to ordinary sounds in a Ferm
liquid. The phase transition is strongly smeared out
hot nuclei. The transition from zero to ordinary sounds
excited nuclear matter has been also discussed in [27]
possible mechanism of the disappearance of GDR at h
T . Other effects, such as the temperature depende
of the single-particle energies, the evaporation with, et
left out in this study, should show up in this region an
contribute in reordering the absolute values of the widt
according to the mass number.

FIG. 3. Width GGDR as a function of Fermi-gas excitation
energyEp

F.g.. The solid curves representGGDR in 90Zr, 120Sn,
and 208Pb. The dotted curves denote the corresponding wid
from the Landau theory of Fermi liquids [26]. The arrow show
the energy of the phase-transition point, which is 126, 154, a
237 MeV for A  90, 120, and 208, respectively.
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In summary, we have presented a systematic study
the width of GDR in90Zr, 120Sn, and208Pb as a function
of temperature. An overall agreement between our resu
and the experimental data is found in a large region0 #

T # 6 MeV. We conclude that the coupling of the GDR
to the pp and hh, responsible for the thermal widthGT ,
indeed plays a decisive role in the increase of the to
width at low Ep and in its saturation at highEp. The
quantal widthGQ , caused by the coupling of the GDR to
only ph configurations, decreases slowly with increasin
T . The effect of single-particle damping is rather sma
up to high excitation energies. The similarity, observe
in this work, between the saturation of the GDR width
finite nuclei and the phase transition from zero to ordina
sounds in a Fermi liquid deserves further studies.
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